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A!3STRACf 

Wind engineering, which comprises a large part of non
aeronautical aerodynamics, is rapidly emerging as a separate 
and coherent discipline. A brief historicai review contrasts the 
more iIT.portant differences in the application of aerodynamics 
to wind engineering, as opposed to the aerospace field. The 
strengths and weaknesses of the current methodology and 
technique of wind effects simulation are discussed, with em
phasis on modelling of the natural wind, wind induced effects 
on buildings and structures, and diffusion problems. Instru
mentation in use is reviewed and areas requiring improved 
capabilities are indicated. 

INTRODUCfION 

In the last Congress (!), a session was entitled" Broad 
Initiatives"; however; only one paper (2) dealt exclusively 
with the increasing applkation of aerospace facilities to prob
lems in non-"eronautical aerodynamics. It is significant that 
at the Sixth international Congress on Instrumentation in 
Aerospace Simulation Facilities, a session has been dedicated 
to non-aeronautical applications. ll1is increase in interest 
and activity reflects the emergence of an essentially separate 
and coherent discipline which has only recently been chris
ened in North America as "Wind Engineering" and is defined 
by Cermak (3) as "the rational treatment of interactions 
between wind and man and his engineered works on the sur
face of the earth". This definition appears to be gaining wide 
acceptance in North America. In contrast, the term "Indus
trial Aerodynamics" has been widely accepted in Europe, with 
the additional connotation of including aspects of aero
dynamics associated with neither the wind, nor aerospace 
applications, such as internal !lows in pipes, for example. 
This paper shall essentially be iimited to the area of wind 
engineering. 

Even within the more limited terms of wind engineering, 
the field is wide. To continue Cermak's definition: "Appli
cations Cof wind engineering) are not for the most part aero
nautical in nature, but are related to wind effects on buildings, 
structures, and pedestrians; short range transport of air pol
lutants and local wir..d .nodifications by buildings, urban ge
ometry and topography." The field is typified by the com
plexity of the problems and of their interdisciplinary nature. 
For instance, it currently involves architects, engineers of 
many disciplines,meteorologists, fluid dynamicists, applied 
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mathcm·atidans. physiologists. and behavioural psychologists. 
111is breadth makes it virtually impossible to cover all areas of 
wind engineering, let alone other non-aeronautical applkations. 
Many useful reviews of the subject area can be found in the 
Ii tera ture (4-8). 

The perspective presented here attempts to be balanced; 
however, it is admittedly highlighted by the authors' experi
ences with particular aspects of wind engineering - specifical
ly. the interaction between wind and structures, and the dis
persion of plumes. Furthermore, in this paper, applications 
are stressed, i.e. engineering tests, rather than more basic 
experiments whose techniques tend to merge with those of 
other disciplines. 

WIND ENGINEERING - ITS EMERGENCE 
AS A COHERENT DISCIPLINE 

r t is neither the aim nor a possibiJi ty to detail here the 
history of wind engineering and the related disciplines from 
which it emerged, although so'me fascinating historical treat
ments are available (8-! 3). Rather, a brief summary of some 
of the high points drawn largely from these sources is pres
ented below to add to the modern perspective. 

AJthough aeronautical aerodynamics became the more 
sophisticated field early in the 20th century, wind engineer
ing can lay some claim to being the older subject. Obviously 
wind has always influenced 'man, and his structures have 
shown a growing recognition of the problems induced by it -
first in terms of shelter and later in terms of the loads which 
structures must withstand. Naturally, simple empirical rules 
formed the first body of knowledge and the beginnings of the 
second; in fact, it has been suggested recently (14) that some 
structures such as Gothic cathedrals of the twelfth to four: 
teenth centuries, embody designs which recognise and deliber
ately account for wind loads. 

The 17th and 18th centuries heralded the beginning of 
the rational approach to wind loads - albiet not always cor
rectly. Newton's three proportionalities between the force on 
a body in a fluid and its area, the square of the speed, and 
the l1uid density, were perfectly valid as far as th('y went. 
During the same era quantitative experiments to measure 
forces on bodies were also beginning by such people as 
Mariotte, Cayley and Newton himself, using methods involving 
devices not specifically designed for simulation (such as ob
sening speeds of falling objects). The earliest specialized sim
ulation method seems to have been the introduction of the 
whirling ann by Rouse and Robinsaround1746. The first 



simulation in the sense of "the first avowed model experi
ments" (9) is generally credited to the English engineer John 
Smeaton who; in 1759, reported on tests of windmill designs 
using the rotating arm apparatus of Fig. I. This initial test 
was of a structure now classified in wind engineeering but 
having a highly aeronautical flavour. Smeaton also introduced 
a formula proposed by Rouse (13) for calculating the pressure 
load in air (in psf), for which a structure should be designed, 
as being .005 Y' (Y in mph), where the prime uncertainty , 
then - and perhaps now - is the quantity which should be used 
for the velocity V. This formula corresponds to a value of 
Cd ~ 2. 

Fig. 1 Smeaton's Adaptation of the Rotating Arm for Wincl
mill Tests (after reference 9) 

In the 18th and 19th centuries, apart from the rapid rise 
of the scientific method with its own motivations, the primary 
interests fueling the development of aerodynamics were the 
desire to t1y and the design of wind sensitive structures. The 
latter consisted primarily of windmills; however, the advent of 
large bridges and some equally large failures - in particular the 
Firth of Tay Bridge collapse in 1879 - gave wind engineering 
a strong impetus at about the same time that the wind tunnel as 
as a simulation facility came into being. The first wind tunnel 
is credited to Francis Herbert Wenham in the period 1867-
1871 (10, 13). The steam injector driven wind tunnel repro
duced in Fig. 2 was used by Phillips (9) shortly afterwards 
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Fig. 2 Phillips Steam-injector Wind Tunnel (after ~eference 9) 

during 1884 and 1885 to test wing sections, including effects 
of camber. With the concurrent interest in aerodynamics of 
both structures and aircraft, it is not surprising to find wind 
tunnel testS of both areas being carried out by Irminger in 
Denmark in 1893, using a small tunnel driven by the'suction 
of a 100 ft. factory chimney (12). Figure 3 shows Irminger's 
early models of a wing and a house as reported by Jensen' (12). 

Fig. 3 Early Wind Tunnel Models Used by Irminger (after 
reference 12) 

Instrumentation consisted of a simple water manometer. From 
this point on, the development of the aeronautical siele of 
aerodynamics is well documented and rapidly led to sophis
ticated facilities to simulate flight. As such. thl! design of 
wind tunnels concentrated on developing smooth uniform 
flow to represent the flight of aircraft through a still a tmo
sphere. 

Meanwhile, the Tay Bridge collapse had initiated serious 
re-examinations of structural design for high wind loads and 
had prompted experiments to produce more rational formulas 
for load calculations, particularly for new bridges. It is 
worthwhile to mention that, at about the same time (in' 1889), 
Eiffel built his tower using quite conservative but reasonable 
assumptions, including an allowance for wind increasing in 
speed with height. He later tried to improve on his empirical 
assumptions by measurements of wind and deflection of the 
tower, and by using the tower as a base for other aerodynamic 
measurements. His data have recently been re-examined and 
discussed in detail by Davenport (11). 

Of, particular interest are the experiments of Baker, also 
discussed by Davenport (11), who initially measured loads on 
boards of various sizes in the natural wind in the early 1880's 
(15) in connection with the design of the Firth of Forth 
Bridge. It is noteworthy that there was no lack of percep
tion that the wind and its gustiness presented a loading prob
lem not fully simulated in the wind tunnel. Baker expiained 
the smaller loads on the bigger boards by the lack of simulta
neity of the gusts. Stanton (16) compared these results to 
wind tunnel experiments around 1903 and continued full 
scale investigations in more detail. including some measure
ment on the Tower Bridge around 1913, using instrumentation 
which is not only interesting in its own right, but is relevant 
to a later section of the paper. TIle apparatus. showninFig. 4, 
consisted of an ingenious mechanical system for averaging and 
recording pressure loads across the bridge or from other 
separated locations. The wire over the pulleys was connected 
via the rods to pressure sensitive diaphragms and also to a pen 
recorder. Stanton correlated his time varying loads with winds 
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Fig. 4 St:mton's App:;ratus for Averaging Wind Pressures 
(after reference 16) 
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recorded at a nearby observatory - again with considerable 
physical ins!5ht il1lo the gusty structure of the wind. These 
expcrim.:nt,. :iowever, were primarily aimed at determining the 
10aJ 011 d':ll\~nts at bridge structures al.d hence were not affect
eJ so much by ove:all t10w pattern changes due to the varia
tion of spc..:d with height. 

l11c laeK vf adequate simulation of the 1000 to 2000 foot 
deep turbukn t shear now in Illodel studies of complete struc
tur.:s was \!vident. amI to some <:)((cnl recognised, in a number 
or' ~tlldies in the I.!arly ; 930'~, such as the comparison of model 
and full sc:lil! measurements on a railway shed by Bailey (17), 
shown in Fig. 5, for one wind di,rection. The model experi
ment~ had been carefully carried out using a base plate to min
imize boundary layer effects and showed poor agreement with 
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Fig. 5 Wind Pressures on a Railway Car Shed by Bailey 
(after reference 11) 

full scale. Considerably later, Bailey and Vincent (18) used 
models on the floor of a long tunnel where the boundary layer 
to height ratio was seven and found much better agreement, as 
is also shown. This was one of the first experiments to attempt 
simulation of the earth's shear layer. Similar work was can· 
cur.ently in progress by Irminger and Nokkentved (19) in 
Copenhagen who realized the importance of the boundary layer, 
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but used depths con;iderably less than required (12). Never
theless, it was not until 1958 that the model law was formally 
sta ted by Jensen (20) as 

"The correct model test for phenomena in the wind 
must be carried out in a turbulent boundary layer 
and the model law requires that this boundary 
layer be to scaie as regards the velocity profile". 

Jensen's definitive results, shown in Fig. 6 indicate that cor
rect simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer character
istics are vital in many problems of wind engineering. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Full-scnle :md Wind Tunnel Measure
ments of Wind Prcssure: TIlc influencc of ground 
roughness and boundary layer profile (after referencc 
20) . 

These examples illustrate the slow realization of the first 
major difference between the requirements for most aero
nautical and wind engineering applications- the former re
quiring smooth steady flow over a large range of speeds and 
the latter requiring incompressible turbulent shear flow. Nat
urally this division is not alwlI}'s the case - in fact many aero
nautical engineers are currently looking at problems where 
wind engineering can in turn make contributions. In particu
lar, the flying and landing of STOL aircraft through the 
atmospheric boundary layer, problems of wind shear, problems 
of ground obstructions affecting flight paths, and the behaviour 
of trailing vortices near the ground are all areas in which 
atmospheric shear layer simulation may be important. 

A second major difference between the two fields has 
been the degree of contribution of aerodynamics to design. 
In aeronautics, the aerodynamics of an aircraft always played 
a major role in its design hut the aerodynamics of a structure 
usually played a less important role and was justifiably treated 
with empiricism. Consider, for example. that in the era of the 
skyscraper in New York in the 1930's, the prescribed building 
code wind load (21) was only 20 pst'. above 200 ft. (nothing 
below this), which only corresponds to a wind speed of n 
mph. for a drag coefficient of 1.5. In practice, for the more 
significant structures, the design wind load was often increased; 
however, the general success of codes was due largely to con
servative safety factors and to the neglect ot" the substantial 
contribution from components considered non-structural, 
such as exterior masonry walls. 

TIle increasing attention paid to structural aerodynamics 



or "wind engillct.)ring·' arose frolll a number of factors. First. 
as pointed out by Pocock (6), the rapid development of wind 
enginct.)ring in the late 1950's had much to do with the 
"ecol1omks of scak". Even small infrequent effects of wind 
repeated in a mUltiplicity of structures became' economically 
signi{il:ant. Secondly. in recent years, improved tools of analy
sis anG new construction methods, in particular the use of 
welding, high strength steels and !igh t facades serving as exterior 
walls wi thout contributing to structural stren~th, have lead to' 
more ih:xible, lighter structures with reduced dampin!!. TIle 
resulting sensitivity of tht.)se modem structures to dynamic 
excitation by wind action has led to the increased significance 
of design XSJinst wind. 

Certainly ir. the past wind sensitive structures have high
ii.;htc": :he aaodynamic prohlems; however, generally the~c 
were more the exception than the rule. Again, bridges were 
th.: early focal point for dyna;;)ic.:ffccts. The dramatic col
laps~ 01 the Tacom;; Narrbws Bridgc in 1940 prompted renew
ed interest in aerodynamics of structures - this time because 
collapse due to dynamic forces occurred during moderate wind 
speeds. Significantly, the primary role in the interpretation. of 
he disaster was carried out by aeronatutical nerodynamicists 

who had experience with dynamic problems such as nutter; but 
who tended to interpret the phenomena in terms of experiments 
carri.ed out under aeronautical, and hence non-representative, 
conditions. Davenport (II) maintains that the nature of the 
collapse is still not fully understood. This doubt is reflected in 
current controversies regarding the validity of sectional model 
tests on bridges tested essentially in non-representative flows, as 
against tests of complete models in atmospheric simulations. A 
modern example of the importance of modelling the shear now 
characteristics for l:nsteady response is illustrated by Novak's 
(~~) experiments With galloping of a I x 2 cross section whose 
behaviour in smooth flow - galloping when the narrow side is 
facing the wind and heing stable when the broad side is ex
posed - is completely reversed when turbulent shear flow is 
introduced. 

Neverthless, the essentially secondary nature of the aero~ 
dynamics of structures and the primacy of aeronautical aero
dynamics led to the unfortunate situation for the first half of 
this century that many non-aeronautical applications were 
handled on an ad-hoc basis by aerodynamicists, without full 
"pp~eciation of the simulation problems - and this continues 
:0 some extent today. 

Tnere is another important ramification of the second 
,)rde~ nature of the aerodynamics of structures as compared to 
the .lcrodynamics of aerospace vehicles. The lesser sensitivity 
vI' cCIlnomics to the overall strength and safety of a common 
civi! engine.ering structure, the complexity of the now ficld, the 
uricertnin ties of transfer functions relating wind induced effects 
to t!le now, and the inherent difficulties - even statistically -
of Jctermining design speeds have implications upon the levels 
of accuracy acceptable for solutions to many wind engineering 
problems. This generally lower degree of acceptable precision 
should be borne in mind when instrumentation specifications 
are defined for many wind engineering test areas. 

The most recent factors affecting the role of wind eng
ineering in modern society is the increasing awareness of what 
have long been considered lesser effects - namely, the diffusion 
of pollutants, and the comfort of peopre around and within 
structures. Such factors are now becoming, in many cases, 
primary requirements leading to investigations in the wind eng
ineering field. 

Finally, it is perhaps most significant in the development 

of wind engineering as a coherent discipline that the leading 
roles have not developed directly from aeronautical engineer
ing, but rather under the drive of individuals who are, in many 
cases, primarily civil engineers. As a result. the field has 
developed somewhat differently to conventional aerodynamics 
although it has n:dllmlly drawn a [!reat dl!al or the initial basic 
techniques of instrumentaliol1 from at'rodynamics and basic 
fluid mechanics. 

METHODOLOGY FOR STUDIES OF 
WIND ENGINEERING PROBLEMS 

Model studies of wmd engineering problems in the past 
have concentrated on defining worst case response parameters. 
This approach is justifiable for trouble shooting or for situa
tions where the need is mainly to determin~ whether an un
acceptable instability exists. However, this cpproach docs not 
take full advantage of the potential of wind tunnel metl.ods as 
general design toob. In many aeronautical problems, wind 
tUIll,ci Llerived aerodynamic properties can be combined with 
an analytical model to investigate performance (in the general 
sense). For most wind engineering problems, suitable analyti
cal descriptions simply do not exist. Although the structural 
dynamics can be dcscribed, the forces prOduced. even by a 
well defined wind, cannot in general be det~rmined. Add to 
this the complexities of a city environment. and it is Clear 
that the role of the wind tunnel becomes that of an analogue 
simulator of the entire system behaviour. Inherently. problems 
in wind engineering require, in the final analysis. estimates of 
meteorological conditions, whether these be wind speeds and 
directions likely to occur a t a particular si teo or 0 ther clima tic 
conditions affecting dispersion of pollutants or human comfort. 
Hence, at The Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory , 
application of wind tunnel methods for design purposes has, 
as its basis, the combination of simulated aerodynamic re
sponse and full scale wind statistics. This involves three basic 
steps: 
I) Wind tunnel measurement of the detailed aerodynamic 
behaviour of the response variables of interest for a c.:omplete 
range of relevant parameters on a suitable model of the struc
ture. The response variables may be local surface pressures 
relevant to the design of the glass and cladding, overall forces 
and bending moments relevant to the strength of the structure; 
acceleration of the structure and the ground level wind en
vironment relevant to human comfort; or concentrations of 
pollutant - relevant to human safety and comfort and to the 
plant environment. The test matrix of parameters might 
include several mean wind speeds, all wind directions and a 
variety of model configurations. 
2) Tne development of a statistical description of the iull 
scale wind at the project site at gradient height. 
3) • The combination of the above information to provide 
predictions of the response expected for certain levels of 
probability - usually couched as return periods for certain 
response levels. 

These steps are shown in more detail in flow chart form 
in Fig. 7, taken from Isyumov (23). 

The approach is detailed elsewhere (24,25) and has been 
applied in design studies for a number of significant stnlctures 
(26,27,28,29,30). An example of the simple form of the 
resulting information is illustrated in Fig. 8, showing contours 
of peak suctions predicted to occur with a 50 year return 
period. Note this presentation is independent of wind direc
tion. This description of the load in probabilistic terms can 
be used to determine design loads associated with various 
levels of risk. The accuracy of the results depends on the 
quality of the individual steps outlined above. Because of th.: 
mathematical procedure used in arriving at the predicted loads 
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Fig. 7 Outline of a Typical Wind Tunnel Design Study (after 
reference 23) 

.'ig. 8 Contours of Exterior Peak Suctions for a Tall Building 
Predicted for a 50 Year Return Period 

(especially the integrations incorporated) and the use of stat
istical as 0pposl!d to deterministic methods, the effects of 
small random errors in the modelling, and in the description of 
the wind climate, tend to be smoothed out. Insofar as the 
modelling and atmospheric simulation is concerned, experience 
"nd full scak comparisons (31 ;32) suggest that the use of the 
wind tunnei analogue for deriving aerodynamic characteristics 
is fairly reliable. However, a reliable description of the real 
wind climate is more difficult due to the practical limitations 
of the meteorological data. Thus, the overall accuracy of the 
prediction of wind dfects depends largely on the accuracy of 
available statistics of the wind climate. Further discussion of 
this point can be found elsewhere (33). 

MODELLING REQUIREMENTS 

Nat.ural Wind and its Simulation 

The need for representative f10w simulation for phenomena 
in natural wind has already been stressed. Before discussing the 
rele\'ant similarity requirements, it is useful to briefly review 
the more important aspects of natural wind. Pressure gradients 
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caused by unequal heating of the earth's surface by the sun 
are the driving forces for atmospheric motion. The reSUlting 
flow is inf1uenced by numerous effects such as: the rotation 
of the earth, the topography and roughness of the earth's 
surface, the diurnal and seasonal cycles, the reflective and 
thermal properties of the earth's surface, and the presence of 
water vapour with the reSUlting changes of cloud coyer, pre
cipitation and latent heat fluxes. The resulting complex and 
variable flows have scales ranging from global dimensions to 
those of micrometeorology. If all flow speed variations are 
viewed in terms of their distribution of energy with frequency. 
a distinct gap exists in the power spectrum at periods of about 
an hour. 111is conveniently divides atmospheric motion into 
"atmospheric turbulence", and quasi-steady mean spcctis as
sociatcd with slowly varying synoptic or dimat ological time 
scales. Thus, the working hypothesis in simulating wind at a 
particular location is that the micrometeorological time scales 
of the order of I hour and less can be represented by tur
bulen t boundary layer flow in a wind tunnel with locally sta
tionary mean and turbulent properties. Long term variations 
in the wind are then determined independently from full scale 
synoptic data. 

For slowly moving pressure systems, the motior. of air at 
heights above the frictional and thermal influenc~oftheearth's 
surface is essentially parallel to the isobars and governed by 
the pressure gradient, the coriolis acceleration ;lI1d the centri
fugal acceleration due to isobar curvature. Wind at this height 
is referred to as the gradient wind, or geostrophic wind if the 
isobars are essentially parallel. Du.;ing periods of neutral 
atmospheric stability, which normally prevails during strong 
wind conditions, the gradient height or the depth: of the 
atmospheric boundary layer is determined by the terrain 
roughness and typically varies from about 900 feet oYer open 
country to about 1700 feet over built-up urban areas (34). 
Within the atmospheric boundary layer, the flow becomes 
increasingly more dependent 011 shear stresses of mechanical 
and buoyant origin. Even though the mean velocity vector 
rotates slightly with height due to coriolis effects, the f10w 
within this atmospheric boundary layer can still be reasonably 
described as a turbulent boundary layer over a rough surface. 

Although wind tunnel modelling attempts to date have 
almost exclusively been confined to the simulation of locally 
stationary boundary layer type winds, a number of atmo- . 
spheric wind conditions fall outside this category. Important 
exceptions are winds with very strong vertical vorticity of 
various scales such as hurricanes, tornadoes, water spouts and 
dust devils (8). Other special winds of importance to wind 
engineering are downslope winds called by such names as 
mistral, bora,foehnetc. and strong local thunderstorms and 
squall lines. Neither the detailed physical mechanisms nor the 
structure of these various winds is currently well understood. 
The physical modelling of such winds has been attempted in 
some instances but mostly remains an experimental challenge'. 

Similitude requirements for wind tunnel models of 
boundary layer type winds can be obtained directly from 
dime'nsional arguments or from non-dimensionalization of the 
governing equations. Detailed derivations of the various 
similarity requirements can be found elsewhere (8,35,36,37). 
In summary, exact modelling of the atmospheric boundary 
layer entails the fOllowing: 

i. The simulation of conditions at the solid boundary 
(Le. terrain roughness, topographic relicf and surface 
temperature) 

ii. Similarity of the approaching /low (i.e. the unsteady 
velocity and temperature fierds), and 



iii. Equality of the Rossby, Richardson, Reynolds, 
Prandtl and Eckert numbers. 

Exact similarity at a reduced geometric scale is not pos
sible. Fortunately, providing requirements (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied, the exact equality of all of the above non- dimen
sional parameters is not necessary for representative model 
studies ot' most wind induced effects. Critical discussions of 
the practical consequence of relaxing the ilbove similarity re
quircmcnts can be found in the literature (8,36,37). These 
consequence differ according to the problem. 

Equality of Rossby number, which relates shear forces 
to forces resulting from the Corio lis acceleration, cannot be 
achic\'ed in available wind tunnels. The significance of an 
infinite model Rossby number and consequently no rotation 
of the mean velocity vector over the boundary layer height 
(colllilarcd to actual rotation of the order of 10 degress or so) 
s not consider.:d significant for most wind engineering problems 
:8). One exception is the additional cross-wind diffusion of 
Jollutants for large downstream distances. Pasquil!'s observa
.ions (38). for example, indicated that the enhancement of 
1teral plume spread by the rotation of the mean speed vector 
;ccomes significant for downstream distance in excess of 5 km. 

TIle Richardson number, which is ~he inverse of the 
lensimetric Froude number, can be modelled providing that 
:acilities for introducing thermal stratification are available 
(8,39). Producing thermally stratified flows in large wind 
tunnels is expensive and consequently most wind tunnel facil
ities are limited to modelling wind during conditions of neutral 
atmospheric stability tRi = 0). Fortunately, neutral conditions 
prevail during most strong winds and, as a result the simulation 
of non-neutral stability (Ri" 0) becomes significant only in 
studks of atmospheric diffusion. 

Simila~ity of the Prandtl number, or the ratio of momen
tum ditTusivity to ti1.:rmal difiusivity, is satisfied as long as 
as air remains the working fluid. Eckert number, which is 
equivalent to the square of the Mach number, is not important 
for incompressible tlows. 

Equality of Reynolds number is not practicable here, as in 
most other wind tunnel modelling. Fortunately, natural sur
faces are aerodynamically rough at all but near calm conditions 
and Reynolds rather than viscous shear stresses govern. Thus 

Re equality becomes a secondary consideration in simulating 
the wind,. providing that a fully developed turbulent shear flow 
:5 used. "cverthless, incomplete Re scaling affects the detailed 
.ow structure around particular shapes and leads to dissimilar

Ities of spectral 'shape at high frequencies, as the onset of the 
:li,sipation range is governed by viscosity - a tluid rather than 
now property. The ratio of the peak wavelength to the micro
scale depends on Rc·y,. and Icads to signilicant narrowing of the 
inertial ,ubrangc at very small Rc (36,37,40,41). Thc almost 
complete absence of the inertial subrange in small scale diffu
sion studi<::s where the velocity scale is governed by the dcnsi
metric Froude number is illustrated in Fig. 9 after Isyumov, 
Jandali and Davenport (41). The practical consequences of 
such severe spectral dissimilarity require further study. 

The influence of Re on flow over rounded bodies is well 
known and adjustments of experimental results in conversion 
to full scale arc possible in certain cases. Although flow se
paration for sharp-edgcd bodies is primarily governed by the 
geometry, some Re depcndence of growth of local boundary 
layers and locations of low reattachmcnt remains. This has 
been commented on by Wardlaw and others at thc National 
Rcsearch Coundl of Canada (42). An approach currcntly taken 
is to roughen surfaces as much as practical, in order to stimu-
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Fig. 9 Power Spectrum of the Longitudinal Component of 
Velocity at Small Model Reynolds Number (after 
reference 41) 

late turbulent boundary layers which hopefully simulate the 
characteristics of full scale; however, this is on a very empiri
cal basis, and no firm guidelines exist as to when such effects 
are of importance. Such roughening of surfaces has also been 

, used to simulate high Reynolds number flow characteristics on 
circular cross-section bodies, such as cooling towers DY Annitt 
(43) with apparent success - although a certain degree of 
dcbate remains as to how representative the results arc of 
high Re conditions. 

Practical Models of Wind 

Practical models of the atmo$pheric boundary layer for 
strong wind conditions consist of the simulation of [he solid 
boundarics (both topographic relief and terrain roughness) and 
the modelling of natural wind by a turbulent sht:ar now with 
zero longitudinal pressure gradient and mean and turbulent 
flow characteristics matched to known full scale values. It is 
usually possible, with various degrees of success, to represent
atively match the mean velocity profile (no rotation with 
height) and the intensities, power spectra and scales of tur
bulence. TIlermal stratification is added in studies where non
neutral conditions of atmospheric stability are significant. In 
all such simulations, the atmosplwric boundary layer is taken 
to be locally stationary, and wind effects are detennincd for 
particular values of some rcfen::nce mean hourly wind sp.:eJ. 
Mcsoscale and long tcrm variations of the mean wind speed 
arc taken into consideration. analytkally based on siatistical 
models of thc full scale mean wind speed developed from 
meteorological records. 

Early modelling attempts of wind induced effects were 
based on partial models of the atmosp/lerie boundary layer. 
TIlese ranged from the use of curved screens (44) and grids of 
graduated rods (45) to models with turbulent !lows but 
uniform mean velocities, as obtaincd behind coarse grids (46, 
47). TIle latter is still a commonly used technique for more 
fundamcntal aerodynamic studies in turbulent now. Presently 
most serious simulations of natural wind achieve some (!.::grcc 
of similarity of both the mean and turbulent tlow fit'lds. An 
extensive review of current simulation techniques can be 
found in a report on Euromech 50 by Hunt and Fernholz (48). 
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Currently a.;.;..:pl..:d methods oi simulation can b.:: grouped 
into two major categories. 111C first is to simulate natural wind 
with a turbulent boundary lay . developed naturally over a 
long fetch of appropriate tunnel noor roughness. 130th random
ly and evenly sp;Jecd surfa..:c roughness elcments of various 
shapes arc currently used to develop turbulent boundary layer 
110ws. Although the selection of the surface roughncss has so 
iar been largely based on ad hoc empirical methods, attcmpts 
to rationalize r.:lationships between the flow propcrties and 
the charact.:ristics of roughness elemcnts are underway (49). 
111e suitability of boundary layer wind tunnels for modelling 
various phenomena associated with natural wind has been 
discussed in the literature (8,24,50,51). 111e main advantage 
of this tedmique is that the flow remains in equilibri um 
with the local surface shear ~tress; and mean velocity pro-
tiles and turbuleilce intensities, spectra and scales are essential
ly in';ari311t oVer a sJgnificant portion of the working section. 
Fur.i:er:nor.::, this approach leads to more consistent scaling of 
the various inherent lengths, such as the roughness length, the 
~:.Qund~ry l~~·er 0ept!1 and t11e s~ales oi t:.!:-bi.ll~nce. The slwi-

~y ()!~ t:1e r!o\v rc:g~me 'IVe!' ~t::ltiveiy i01:J fetches makes 
;:;;s ~F;Jl\);ict iJarticulJr~y suitable for model diffusion studies. 
~:so, ,:lc fund:lmental ct=;Jendence of the properties of the 
!OW fi~lj on ti:.: ,Cr:-~iii roughness blds g:-.:ater cor.fide::ce to 
:.l'XU :1.: w; cevclop~d over ;:errains for which there is no pre
vious tuli scale experience. 

Tb:: i3oul1c!ary Laycr Vlind TU:ll1ci at the Ur.iversity of 
i'i;'s,;:rn Cili.I,io has a working section about 80 feet long, 8 
feet wid~ and about 7 feet high. A view upstream with a 
model mounted on the turntable is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fi~. 10 Upslr,':lIn Vi,'1V of lh,' 1IIliH'r~it)' of W"skl'1l Onlario 
Boundary 1":1),,'1' Wind '1'111111\'1 willi II r.lu'(,'1 of u Tull 
Building and its "Proximity" in lhe for,'ground. 

Boundary layer depths ranging from 2 to 4 feet arc obtained 
at the test Section with different surface roughnesses. As a 
result. geometric scales of about I :400 to 1 :500 are possible 
for studies of wind .::ffects on buildings and stmctures. Some
what smal!.::r scaks have been used for topographic flow in
vestigations and diffusion studies. Despite the capital cost dis
advantages of such a faciiity Jue to the very long test section, 
several other large boundary layer wind tunncls have become 
operational. 

TIle second major technique for simulating atmospheric 
flows uSeS various active and passive devices at the entrance 
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to the test section to artificially create thick turbulent shear 
!lows within a few tunnel diameters, Having removed the 
need for a long working section, considerable savings in capi
tal cost can be realized. Furthermore, thIS technique allows 
utilization of existing aeronautical wind tunnels for atmo
spheric simulation. Passive devices in usc range from solid 
trips, rods and screens to combinations of trips and spires or 
vortex generators (40,52,53). Some of the active devices in
clude co-flowing jets (54), counterl1owing jets (55), norll1:ti 
jets (56) and horizonatal cross jets of variable strength (57). 
An approach used in France (48) consists of using floor jets 
and the addition of low frequency energy by slowly oscillating 
the fan speed. In all of these artificial methods some tunnel 
floor roughness is used in the test scction. Many of these 
melhods are capable of matching known full scale mean and 
turbulent properties of natural wind. Unlike boundary layer 
wind tunnel techniques, artificial methods are not suitable for 
generating wind over complex terrains for which there are no 
full scule data. Furthermore, if used in converted ae:onauti
cal tunnels, the usually short workiiig Sections lim;: tr.eir :.lse 
lor difft:sion studies. 

Modening Wind Induced Effects 

Simuari1:y requirements for modelling tile atmosp;leric. 
boundary layer and actually practicable wind ttmnel models of 
natural wind have been discussed above. Providing that the 
approaching wind has been representatively modelled, local 
flow similarity at a particular point of interest requires the 
reproduction of the aerodynamic characteristics of the im
mediate surroundings. Since Reynolds number scaling is 
generally unattainable, this reduces to the scaling the geometry 
and the surface roughness (sometimes to an exaggerated de
gree) of the surroundings. In the case of a city environment, 
this entails a scaled block outline reproduction of all major 
buildings in the immediate proximity. The degree of detail 
usually considered neeessary for these "proximity" models 
can be seen from Fig. 10. Having discussed the requirements 
for flow similarity, the remainder of this section deals with 
the additional similarity consideration required for model 
studies of exterior pressure, overall forces and responses of 
buildings and stmctures and the dispersion of pollutants . 

Modelling of Pressures For incompressible flow the add
itional similitude requirements for exterior pressures are [!c

ometric similarity at the same length scale as used for model
ling the /low and Reynohls number equality. Except in very 
specialized facilities eithcr the assumption is made that Rey
nolds number similarity can be relaxed or extrapolation tech
niques are utilized. In many wind engineering problems th.: 
f,)rlllcr apl'l'ars to he a valid assulllption because ,)( the' pr,'
d"lllinan,·,' of stnl,'lul\'S wilh sharp ,','mas ami h,'n,',' \\"1.'\1 

,kt'in.:d separalion [,ninls. \lowe\"l'r, full Sl:uk slrul'llm's do 
have sections with strong }{.:ynolds number dependence. 
Even with sharp edged structures, however. Re number 
differences, as already discussed, lead to some differences in 
the local flow field and consequently pressures. Also dis-
similarities of the high frequency part of the pressure spectmm 
result. 111is effect is usually negligible beeause the high fre
quency range is of limited interest due to other considerations. 
Specifically the higher the frequency of pressure t1uctuations, 
the smaller the area over which they arc fully correlated. 
When this area becomes smal!.:r than a cladding dement - say 
a window - the effective loads are sharply reduced. Further
more, the contribution to the total fluctuating energy appears 



small at high frequencies. Nevertheless, recent work at the 
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel has introduced some uncertainty 
into the problem. It appears that there do exist intermittent 
pressure peaks which contribute very little to the total energy 
but may be of a very high amplitude and of sufficient size to 
affect a typical panel. 

Aeroelastic Modelling In addition to the similarity of 
the atmospheric boundary layer and the aerodynamic charac
teristics of shape, wind tunnel modelling of wind induced 
forces and responses requires aeroelastic similarity: namely, 
similarity of wind induced forces and the inertia, stiffness 
and damping forces of the structure. In addition to geometric 
simIlarity :It a scali: providing consisknt s..:aling of all lengths 
iw.:illLiing the: characteristic lengths or the flow, aeroclastic 
similarity ,(!quire:s equality of the folk)wing non-dimensional 
quanrities: 

- Reynolds number (based on bUilding dimenSIOns) 
- Froude: number (ratio of gravity to inertia fmces) 
- C .. uchy number (r:ltio of elastic to incrtia forces) 
- density ratio (ratio of inertia icrces of the structure to 

those of the flow) 
- aitical d:lIr:ping ratio. 

Detai;.:u dis..:ussions of aeroela,tic modet:ing approaches for 
studies of wind effects can be found elsewhere (8,23.58,59). 
Equaiity of the ratio of structural dimensions to sllch character
istic tlow lengths as the boundary layer dept:\ and the peak 
wii\'~:ength of the turbulence spectra, maintains simIlarity of the 
mean velocity variation over the height of the structure and 
spectral similarity of aerodynamic forces. TIle latter require
ment is particularly important for relatively stiff structures for 
which the quasi-steady dynamic response may be comparable or 
greater than the resonant component. Reynolds number equal
ity as already discussed is not practicable and aeroelastic models 
tests are usually carried out at Re values typically 3 orders of. 
magnitUde smaller than corresponding full scale values. For 
certain shapes, circular cylinders for example. corrections for 
Re dissimilarity based on quasi-steady assumptions are attempt
ed. For sharp-edged bodies, although some differences occur in 
the local pressure field, the Re influence on overall forces and 
responses due to buffeting by turbulence are small. 11le in
fluences of Re on such forcing mechanisms as vortex shedding 
and galloping, however, remain continuing research topics. 
Evcn here, however, representative scaling of atmospheric tur
bulence appears to be the more dominant requirement. Never
theless, it is important to maintain high enough Reynolds 
numbers ip order to ensure similarity of velocity spectra at 
least up (0 lrequencies of structural interest. 

Carrying out aerol!lastic simulation in a wind tunnel implies 
that for correct scaling of inertia forces thl! bulk densities of the 
structure are the same in model and full scale. Maintaining a con
stant vaiue of Ps, although usually a formidable modelling chal
lenge, is an attainable requirement. The velocity scaling in aero
elastic modelling is obtained from similarity requirements for 
gr,lvity forces and elastic forces. The extent of modelling the 
Froude and Cauchy numbers depends primarily on the stiffness 
properties of the structure under consideration. The modelling 
of the Froude number is imp(lTtant in cases where an appreci
able proportion of the stiffness is derived from the action of 
~.;r~\'ity. ::>uspension bridges, suspended roofs and guyed towers 
.lf~ examples of such structures. For such structures, the 
veio<:lry scale is determined by the Froude number and 
becomes the square root of the length scale. Froude number 
scaling lS of little consequence for structures where the stiff-

ness depends primarily on elastic forces. 111is is usually the 
case for buildings; free standing towers, masts and chimneys, 
and truss, girder, arch and cable stayed bridges. Froude number 
scaling for such structures can be neglected and the velocity 
scale is selected to maintain Cauchy number equality. In most 
cases this reduces to the equality of the reduced velocity or, 
Vln D, namely the ratio of a characteristic velocity to the 
product of a characteristic frequency and length of the struc
ture. Maintaining equality of the damping ratio presents prac
tical difficulties and additional damping elements often have to 
be added to achieve model damping consistent with expected 
full scale values. 

Practicable aeroclastic models range from replica models 
used for stacks, cooling towers.tubular structures. roof mem
branc.:s, etc. to a variety of equivaknt models or mech"nical 
analogues designed only to simui;:tc certain modes oi vibra
tion (23,58, 59). Aeroelastic models of buildings as se~n from 
Fig. II taken from Isyumov (23) for example, ran:;e from 
rigid models, spring mounted at the base and fitted with dash 
pots or an eddy current damper to simulate the two funda
mental sway' modes, to more complex lumped parameter an
alogues designed to simulate several of the lower sway and 
torsional modes of vibration. Experience at the Boundary 
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Fig. 11 Aeroelastic Modelling Approaches used for Tall 
Buildings (after reference 23) 
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Llyer Wind Tunnel Laboratory indicates that the dynamic 
wind induced response of most tall buildings is predominantly 
in the two fundamental sway modes of vibration. As a result, 
rigid aeroelastic models spring mounted at the base in most 
cases provide adequate information on wind induced dynamic 
effects. A comparison of the dynamic drag and lift response 
obtained with a rigid spring mounted model and a correspond
ing seven lumped mass model is indicated in Fig. 12 taken 
from Isyumov (:!3). TIle indic~ted structural damping of 
rSTRUC = 1% is a nominal value and the differences in the 
lift response nround the vortex shedding peak are attributed 
l1);Jinly to dif(erenccs in the actual damping present. The 
rdativ.:iy l~ood agrecment indicated by Fig. 12 also suggests 
that the 1'I'llvisiull 01' l:\)ri/.olllal cuts or $lits betwcl~n adjacent 
';l'~;IICIlIS 0: tlh: cxl<;;'iol' sJ..ill ill Illtliti-dq:n::" or fh:l'dOIl\ 
iihh~\·i.' d\k'~ i~\.ll Sit:iiii"il.·;liltiy in(hll.!Ill:I..~ tilt.: ovcr,JIl .lcrodyn3nlic 
i0rccs on sharp-cJgl,J buJics, There arc some suggestions in 
the literature that this is not the case for rounded bodies, for 
which the sep<lration points are not fixed by the exterior ge
ometry. 
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Fig. 12 Aeroelastic Sway Rcsponse Obtained with Multi
degree of Freedom and Spring Mounted Rigid Models 
of a Tall J3\1iJding of Squrlre Cross-Section (after 
reference 23). 

In addition to full aeroelastic models, dynamically scaled 
section models of essentially two-dimensional structures such 
as long span bridges, cables and towers have been used to 
examine u.:rodynamic stability and to yield various aerodynamic 
derivatives for use with theor..:tical models. Unfortunately 
correct scaling of the turbulence structure is not practicable 
with such model tests. TIle development of a taut strip model 
(60,61) of long bridges which can be tested in correctly scaled 
turbulent shear, may provide a practicable alternative. 
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It should be pointed out that it is generally only practic
able to obtain similarity of elastic behaviour. Ultimate load 
considerations have to be based on theoretical arguments using 
elastic wind tunnel response data. 

Modelling of Stack Gas Diffusion 

Flue gases exit the stack at typically some 3000 F above 
the ambient air temperature and at velocities generally signifi
crlntlyiligherthan thoseof the ambient wind. As a result, the 
plume rises to Some height well above the stack before buoy
ancy and momentum effects become negligible and dispersion 
by a,tmos;Jhcric turbulence dominates plume behaviour. Al
though aJwlytical mt:!hoJs arc available to provide estimates of 
grollnd kvd con<.:cntrations in certain ide,liil.cd l·,lS'-'S. l'n:dic
tion or pluille h.::havioul' in unusual tcrrain or atillospheric 
conditions or til'-' evaluation or pos~ible "acrudYIl:ullk dllwn
wash" ( a general term used to denote the entrainment of 
stack gases by the wake of the stack itself, the wake of sur
roundirig buildings and the wake formed by gross topograhpic 
features) largely rely on wind tunnel simulations. 

In addition to the correct simUlation of the atmospheric 
boundary layer and the geometry and aerodynamic properties 
of the stack and its surrounding buildings, wind tunnel model
ling of stack gas dispersion also requires correct simulation of 
the stack gas properties. Similarity requirements for wir,d 
tunnel ;Jlume dispersion stuJies have been extensively discuss
ed in the literature (8, 37,39,41,62,63,64,65,(6). The aJdi
tional simila~ity requirements for gaseous plumes can be sum
marized as follows: 

(i) equality of the densimetric Froude number at the 
stack exit (ratio o'f buoyancy forces to the inertia 
forces of the ambient air) 

(ii) equality of the ratio of the momentum flux of tlle 
exit stack gas to that of ambient air; and 

(iii) equality of the ratio of exit stack gas density to tllat 
of ambient air. 

If equality of the density ratio is maintained, the first two 
requirements imply conventional Froude number scaling and a 
constant ratio of stack gas to ambient air velocity. With geometric 
scales of typically between 1:400 to 1:800, conventional Froude 
number scaling results in very low tunnel speeds, For example, 
with a geometric scale of 1:800 a wind tunnel speed of about 
0.5 ft./sec would be required to simUlate a 10 mph full scale 
wind. Wind tunnel operation at such speeds entails many 
practical problems. It is difficult to generate fully developed 
turbulent boundary flows, as Reynolds number effects become 
significant. Also' although such low speeds are attainable either 
directly or by using auxiliary fan drive systems, it is very dif
ficult to maintain steady flow conditions. The stability of 
low speed nows is very sensitive to small disturbances and low 
frequency oscillations arc generally unavoidable. TIlt." elTc:ct of 
such oscillations on thc low frequency end of the turbuience 
spectra can be seen from Fig. 9. Spectral dissimilarities at 
the high frequency' end at very low Reynolds numbers have 
already been diseusscd. 

To Tcdu.:e the above difficulties the requirement of an 
cqual ratio of thc exit stack gas density to that of ambient air 
is relaxed. In most model studies the density of the modd 
gas is reduced by either accentuating the gas temperature or 
by using pure helium or helium air mixtures, Maint;tining 
equality of the densimetric Froude number in such cases 
results in exaggerated mod.el exit gas velocities. The effects of 



exaggerating the exit gas velocity on measured ground level 
concentrations have been examined by Barret (65) and Meroney 
et al. (66). The degree of plume dissimilarity, when equality 
of the density ratio is not maintained, and the consequent in
fluence on plume behaviour of scaling efflux momentum and 
exaggerating the exit gas velocity or relaxing efflux momentum 
scaling and maintaining a constant scaling of all velocities, 
requires further study. 

MEASUREME!,;"TS AND INSTRUMENTATIONS 

The methodology for wind tunnel studies described above 
has two main implications. First, the instrumentation system 
must be capable of hal.dling considerable quantities of !;lata as 
automatically as possible. Second, the precision required of 
the system is not as high as in more fundamental tests. As a 
resu:t measurement systems tend to favour rugged, flexible and 
generally less expensive equipment. The development of 
specialized instrumentation common in more fundamental areas 
is relatively rare, and as a result experimenters in wind engineer
Jlg tend to be users rather than developers of instrumentation. 

These implications, and the stochastic nature of the re
;ponse variables and their associated sophisticated analysis re
pirements led the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory 
very early to adopt digital processing with emphasis on on-line 
digit.ll data a.::quisition and on-line preliminary data reduction. 
An c:i~iy version of this system is described in detail in (67). 
The sy:stem is bui;t around a PDPS-I processor which controls 
the experiment, as well as derives statistical parameters of the 
aerodynamic responses. Typically, the requirements are to 
derive the mean, root-mean-squa.re, and extreme values of the 
response as well as probability and spectral distributions. It 
has been the norm until fairly recently to utilize separate 
specialized pieces of equipment for"thesc tasks; however, the 
,ldvClll or .:heap and powerful mini-computers with specialized 
plug-in boards appears to make it inevitable that a single pro
.;oessor ean manage adequately all tasks required, Wind engineer
ing problems in the main arc aided by the fact that frequencies 
of interest are generally under a kilohertz and often under 
100 Hz. 

Although our laboratory was initially relatively unique in 
the application ( . this digital approach, it is rapidly being 
adopted eisewhere. The major current requirement in this area 
.s the development of more sophisticated software to enable 

,ore on-line interaction. The aim is to bring the analogue 
:ealization of civil engineering problems closer to a real time 
Jlteractive design process for the participating architects and 
~ngineers. 

Instrumentation for Flow Measurements 

The instrumentation needed must allow defillltion of the 
unsteady velocity field associated with incompressible turbulent 
boundary layers and their interactions with bluff bodies. Most 
of the techniques in use are simply adaptations of those devel
oped previously in experimental low speed fluid mechanics. 
The relatively small geometric scales used in wind engineering 
studies add some complications. 

The flow field measurements of interest can be roughly 
divided into three classes. TIle first are flows with moderate 
turbulence levels. Such measurements are required to monitor 
the spced outside of the boundary layer, i.e. the gradient speed, 
and to d~termine the mean and turbulent flow properties with
in the boundary layer. For thoese purposes, pressure probe 
techniques (68) and hot wire or hot film techniques are more 

than adequate. For instance, hot wire and hot fiim technology 
is such that sensitivities and frequency response introduce no 
restrictions. Furthermore, scales of turbulence are such that, 
for the most part, finite probe geometry is unimportant. Also 
fluidic anemometers (69) hold some attraction, although most 
available ones arc too large for the geometric scales commonly 
used. 

TIle second class of flow problems occur for tests where 
Froude numer scaling dictates extremely low speeds for test
ing purposes (of the order of 1 ft./sec). In this case, conven
tional pressure probe and hot-wire techniques are unreiiable, 
although a specialized hot film probe (commercially available) 
which is linearizable through the free convections range has 
been of some use in defining mean and intensity characteris
tics within the boundary layer. The stable measurement of 
the free stream speed outside the boundary layer has been 
handled by using the hibhly organized vortex shedding from 
circular cylinders in the Reynolds number range between 50 
and 200 (after Roshko (70)). Essentially, measurements of 
the frequency of the vortex shedding and knowledge of the 
cylinder d:ameter and the Strouhal vs. Reynolds number re
lation for this Reynolds number range allows the determina
tion of the mean speed to within less than 5 per cent. The 
detection of the shedding frequency is accomplished using any 
crude hot wire to probe the shear layer. Other instrumenta
tion has recently become available for accurate measurements 
of low mean speeds. The ion discharge anemometer is useful 
where portability is important. Both methods are unsuitable 
for unsteady measurements. Time of flight measurements 
have been used sporadically for velocities; however, such 
methods inherently require more complex data reduction and 
hence, are used only where other forms cannot be utilized. 

TIle third category of problems is that of highly turbulent 
nows and, in particular, the flows which exist near the grvund 
ill street c(myons. High turbulence intensities. with the pos
sibility of instantaneous flow reversals are common ncar the 
surface in a turbu1cnt houndary layer. TIle dty environment 
not only furthcr complicates the now field but ;llso make 
access to sensors extremely difficult. TIle directiOn> of the 
mean nows are often not self-evident, and the flows may, in 
fact, be reversing. 

TIlis is an area where improvement in simple instrumenta
tion is desirable. Current techniques at the Boundary Layer 
Wind Tunnel Laboratory use vertical single-ended hot film 
probes extended upward above ground at locations of interest. 
These indicate the magnitude of the total velocity parallel to 
tllC ground. TIle major shortcoming of these probes is that 
they give no indication of direction and are thus only suitable 
for speed measurements. A typical plaza with su.:h sensors in 
place is shown in Fig. 13. In cases where now direction is 
of concern small wind vanes or flags are used. Time exposure 
photographs of the nags from above show images of the en
velopes of the nags. A typical image is in the form of a sector 
of a circle with the line of greatest brightness corresponding 
to the prevailing wind direction and the angular width of the 
sector providing a measure of the directional fluctuations. The 
interpretation of the photographs, however, is relatively coarse. 
It was interesting to note that in the last measurements con
ference somewhat similar nags were reported (71) for use in 
high speed flow to determine now directions outside the 
boundary layer. A promising alternative for these situations 
is Bradbury's (72) pulsed wire probe utilizing a time of Ilight 
principle. Although soon to be marketed in automated form 
it may not meet the criteria of simplicity and economy as a 
general purpose instrument. 
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FiJ. 13 Typical 1'1.::za Wind Speed Measuring Jnstrumcnt:ltion 

In ~;1\! abovc WI! havc omitted two areas which tleserve 
some co:nment. Thl!Se are l::tser velocimetry and flow visualiza
tiot:. L,scr "lclocimetry is .::ertainly J subject which we are 
,,::cmpti:ll~ to k..:-:p in tOLl(;i1 with: howevcr. we haw not devel
oped any prJcticaJ experience ourseives. The reasons for this 
arc as foliows: first, it appears that in regimes where laser 
velocimctry is tlir.:ct!y comp..:ting with hot-wire techniques, the 
lattcr are still by far the simplest and cheapest way of extract
ing the necessary informJtion. S.:condly the application of 
laser velocimetry to the problem of measurement of plaza 
winds in street canyons, although attractive, is complicated by 
the diificulty of access and the requirement for rapid measure
ment of simpk now quantities. Flow visualization has been 
widely used as a basic wind tunnel tool (73,74) and has been 
applied to some extent in wind engineering experiments. For 
instance, smoke studies have been widely made. Also shadow
;:;raphs or the plumes lIsing helium have been found useful. The 
visualization of flow within a complex city envirunment, how
ever, is hampcretl by the highly unsteady nature of the flow. 
Expcrtcnct: with neutral helium bubbles and smoke indicate 
that little of value can be obtained from these techniques except 
where highly organized flow patterns exist. For instance, some 
unpublished work at Colorado State University using surface 
fiow visualization around isolated structures in an atmospheric 
boundary layer simulation have been very successful in contri
buting to an untlerstanding of the flow field. 

Instrumentation for Pressure Measurements 

TIle practical problem of pressure measurements is to find 
transducers and transducer tube systems which will (a) adequate
ly measure Nlatively low pressures (the University of Western 
Ontario wind tunnel free stream dynamic pressure is about 2.4 
psf.), (b) provide sufficient dynamic response, and (c) be able 
to measure many suriace points in as short a period of time as 
possible. The last two requirement have led to the widespread 
utilization of some form of pressure switch which can be auto
matically controlled. Typically eight standard scanivalves in 
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parallel - each capable of handling 48 different pressure inputs
are used at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel LJboratory. Such 
systems introduce compromises, especially in attaining the max
imum frequency response. The frequency response gen..:rally 
goes down with increasing tubing length; however, a minimum 
tubing length is required by a system which handles around 
350 pressure taps on a single model and where the total num
ber of measurements on that model may exceed 14,000 tap/ 
aximuth combinations. Since the model size is dictated by the 
scaling of the atmospheric boundary layer it is rarely possible 
to include the pressure switch within the model. Typical 
lengths of tubes jOining the surface pressure taps to the pres
sure switch are around two feet. Introducing a restriction 
to damp the resonance in the tube transducer scanivalve sys-
tem results in frequency responses effectivcly flat to about 
80 to 100 Hz, as shown in Fig. 14 . 
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Fig. 14 Typical Frequency Response Curves·of Tube-Scani· 
valve-Transducer Systems 

TIle pressure transducers themselves now present little 
problcm. It may be wor.th noting that it has only been re
cently that diffcrential transducers with high sensitivity and 
high natural frequency suitable for use in scanivalves have 
become available. Prior to this strain gauge transducers of 
ideal sensitivity (± .1 to ± .2 psi) had low natural frequency 
diaphragms and were too large for use in scanivalves. This 
often led to a doubling of measurement times as mean pres
sures were measured using a sensitive transducer external to the 
scanivalve with subsequent measurements of the fluctuating 
pressures using a miniature variable reluctance transducer 
within the scanivalve which provided adequate sensitivity but 
was not sufficiently stable for measurements of the mean . 
response. Current experiencc indicates that use of much high
er range tranducers is also feasible. For most engineering tests, 
± 2.5 psi range strain gauge transducers, the most sensitive of 
this type which can still fit in the scanivalves, arc used at the 
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel L;]boratory. Although only a 
small part or the rangc is used, errors duc to lillCJrity and 
hysteresis arc negligible. TIle only significant problem intro
duced is that of temperature drift. Under our experimental 



conditioils, simple corrections can be applied to give final 
accuracies of the order of ± 5%. TIlis is not to say that sensi
tive, miniature differential pressure transducers suitable for flush 
diaphragm applications and of small cost size would not be use
ful in some of the more fundamental applications. 

TIle above systems are designed to measure pressures over a 
a small area corresponding to perhaps a window pane or less. 
Quite often, applications occur where the fluctuating load on a 
somewhat larger area is required. Typically, this could be a 
Sl:ction of roofinr, or a section of cladding on the exterior 
surface of the b ilding associated with the basic framing of the 
structure. A total instantaneous load on such a complete 
s.'ction is difficult to determine. A force clement transducer 
cOldd be specially made; however, the problems of scaling to 
the surrounding surface and specialized design essentially 
obviates this choice. Similarly the use of numerous pressure 
trailsducers whose outputs could be electronically averaged is 
~coilomical1y impractical. TItis has led to experiments with 
pneumatic averaging systems. The idea here is simply to 
m3nifold several pressure taps together as is often done to 
.. ]in an approximate average for static pressures in the test 
•. .;.ion of wind tunnels. TIlis approach can be shown to be 
V'Jlid for mean pressures if the tubes are long enough to ensure 
t;lat losses at the ends are small compared to flow losses within 
the tubes and if flow in the tubes remains laminar under all 
possible applied pressures. A recent literature search has in
dicatcd tbt the dynamic properties of such parallel pressure 
tube systcms have not been examined completely, although 
some relevant work has been reported (75,76). It is interest
iIlg to note the similarity between this idea and the ancient 
ml!chanical pressure averager of Stanton (Fig. 4). Efforts are 
u:1derway at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory to 
produce an experimental device following guidelines indicated 
by studies of the response of simpler pressure tube systems. 
The frequency response of an eight tube manifold where each 
tube consisted of the optimum geometry shown is presented in 
Fig. 15. TItis curve was derived by comparing the spectrum 
obtained using the manifold to the spectrum obtained using 
eight independent tube transducer systems with electronic 
averaging. Studies on simpler two tube manifolds have been 
done in more detail including simultaneous cross spectral 
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analysis to ·enable frequency, phase and linearity of the response 
to be examined. The results are encouraging and arc detailed 
in u thesis to be published (77). An extension of the mani
folding principle would allow modal forces to be ascertained 
perhaps with pneumatically applied weighting factors. A 

similar averaging principle has been advanced independently 
by Vickery (78) which involves using a porous surface as a 
means for averaging surface pressure over a region. This 
appears to be a suitable method for obtaining average pressures 
but its frequency response has yet to be examined. TIle usc 
of electrets may also provide a suitable alternative. 

In summary, pressure measuremcnts can be made ade
quately for most applications in wind engineering simUlation. 
However, a more thorough understanding of the frequency 
response of complex tube tranducer systems is required. 
Further miniaturization may help to extend the available fre
quency response. It is also possible that application of semi
conductor and other technologies may lead to selected applica
tions of l1ush diaphragm transducers. 

Instrumentation for Aeroelastic Response Measurements 

Unlike pressure and flow measurements it is rarely pos
sible, with the cxception of accelerometers, to utilize standard 
or shelf item transducers for aeroelastic models. The aero
elastic response characteristics of such structures as bridges, 
towers, stacks, large telescopes, hanging roofs etc. are 
usually unique and hence Gemand specifically tailored res;Jonse 
sensing instrumentation. Somewhat greater standardization 
is possible in the case of tall buildings for which instrumenta
tion needs are relatively similar. Instrumentation for aero
elastic studies can be grouped into three main areas. These 
are: instrumentation for measurements of mean and dynamic 
forces and moments; mean and dynamic deflections and ro-
tations; and accelerations. In some cases of course it is pos-
sible to ascertain information on all three of the above para
meters with a single transducer. 

Conventional wind tunnel balances are not suitable for 
dynamic force and momen~ measurements with most aero
elastic models used to study wind engineering problems. As 
a result custom made transducers, usually instrumented with 
electrical resistance strain gauges, are llsed to measure overall 
forces and moments. The design of such tranducers invari
ably entails a trade-off between the conflicting requirements 
of high sensitivity and a high natural frequency of the trans
ducer itself. For the design of strain gauged mounts to 
measure base forces and moments, the matching of the trans
ducer flexibility to the scaled flexibility of the full scale 
foundations in some cases adds a further constraint. There 
are usually no difficulties with the availability of suitable 
commercial strain gauges. Also commercially available car
rier amplifiers with continuous output terminals are more 
than adequate for nlost aeroelastic studies. 

In the case of rigid spring mounted aeroclastic models 
(Fig. II) a base transducer provides complete information on 
forces, deflections and accelerations. TIle variation of 
dynamic forces and responses with height is obtained theor
etically knowing the mode shape, frequency, and' mass 
distribu tion. TIle vertical variation of mean forces is obtained 
from the integration of mean exterior pressures measured 
with a separate pressure model. Even in the case of multi
degree of freedom models of tall buildings. force and moment 
measurements at the base provide sufficient information for 
the detlnition of wind induced forces required for design. 
Separate measurements of acceleration are made near the top 
of the building, however, to more accurately account for the 
effect of higher modes of vibration. 

In the case of con tinuous or replica al'roeias(ic models it 
is usually necessary to strain gauge the model structure 
directly. The number of strain bridges may vary upward from 
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6 or 9 d~pending on the structure. III any event sufficient 
data ai"C required to pcrmit a complete definition of wind in
duced sta~ic and dyn:>mic wind loads providing that the dy
namic pr.:Jperties arc known. Calibrations of the individual 

. strain bridges on statically indeterminate structures usually 
prescn t some difficulties. 

In the case of rigid acroelastic models, spring mounted 
and instrumented at the base, both derlcctions and accelerations 
arc obt:J.ined directly from base bending moment measurements. 
For more complicated models, it is usually also possible to 
compute the dynamic dellec! m and the accelerations providing 
[hat :;ccruatc estimateS of t:;o participations of the V:lrious 
modes of vibration can b..: made trom measured bending mo
ment or strain spectra. Computed estimates of mean dellee
lions ot" cour;c rcquire additional information on the mean 
f,)rce di,ll'ibL.tion. l\eycrlhckss direct iIlCaSUrellll'nts 0[" dellec
lions an,l/or accckr ••• iolls .Ire oft..:n made in order to improve 
estimates possibk ["rolll measured moments and/or forces or in 
order ro avoid the extensive computational task otherwise re
quired. Acceleration measurements currently do not present 
any diff:'culties JS inexpcn:.;ive n1iniaturized acclerometers, 
wC'i[;hin:; around 0.3 ,;rams wich :l high natural frequency and 
fi,,: low ir.:qucncy r,::;po:1se do\\'n to D.C. arc commercially 
availahh:. Tile nh'aSOJr~ment of Jetlcctions presents greater 
pr;lcti~al prL)bkl11~, ;l~ slliC;tbk commercially 'Ivnilabl..: scn~ors 
tcnd to be cxpc:nsi ... .:. A.s a result in house development of 
suitaoic displacement and rotation sensors is common. 

A d:spl.lccmcnt sensor must not significantly distort the 
dynamic :lnd aerodY;1.lmic characteristics or the model. This 
usually necessitates a non-contacting mode of operation. Other 
design req uiremen ts are: linearity over a significan t range 
(± 0.1" or better) to permit flexibility of use; good resolution 
(± 0,001" or better); simplicity of 0p.eration (continuous 
electric output a necessity); and a flat frequency response from 
D.C. up to a few hundred Hz. Of the various possible modes 
of operation, optical methods and devices based on changes of 
capacitance between a stationary plate and the model provide 
the most suitable alternatives. Detailed reviews of various 
principles of operation can be found in the literature (79,80). 
A number of capacitance type proximity sensors are commer
cially available. Their suitability as general displacement sen
sors, however, is limited by their relatively small linear range of 
operation. Some of the optical metpods used are: cathode ray tube 
displacement followers; interferometer techniques based on the 
interference between incident and reflected beams, as well as, 
edge diffraction; change in transmissivity using optical wedges; 
devices measuring the location of the reflected beam, for 
example the commercially available Fotonic proximity sensor; 
and incident beam position indicators. The last category uses 
various types of photodiodes attached to the model to indicate 
its movcment from a reference position. Some of the more 
common sensor types are: the quadrant cell. consisting of 
four separate photodioucs; the Wallmark diode; one and two 
directional Schottky barrier photodiodes; and solid state image 
sensors which comprise a large matrix of small individual 
photoS\!llSitivc ekmellts on 11 ~illgle silicon clip. 

Devict!s which have been used at the Boundary Layer Wind 
Tunnel Laboratory with varying degrees of success are capaci
tance transduccrs, optical wedges, Fotoric sensors and a custom 
d.:v\!lopcd modifieu.miniature Schottky .barrier photodiode (80) 
with a linear range of about ± 0.15". The latter has been 
found vcry usd"ul due to its light weight and good linearity and 
stability. 13ackgroLlIld illumination neverthe]css still presents 
some practical difficulties. An interesting development rcported 
in thl! literature (81) is a passive device called a "Photcntiomatic" 
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which works essentially as a potentiometer. Solid state image 
sensing matrices are seen as the displacement sensors of the 
future once sufficient miniaturization of the individual diodes 
becomes possible to provide a good resolution low weight 
device . 

Instrumentation for Plume Dispersion Studies 

Early plume dispersion studies relied mainly on visual 
and/or photographic observations of smoke or some tracer 
material added to the plume For example, non-buoyant helium 
mled soap bubbles have been used at the Boundary Layer 
Wind Tunnel Laboratory in studies of plumes from stacks and 
cooling towers. Although useful for establishing the occurrence 
of plume entrainment or the location of plume touchdown 
such methods only provide semi·quantitative data. Further
more, plume visualization methods arc not usc["ul in high 
turbulence flows. accept for short diffusion timcs. 

Quantitative measurements of downwind concentration 
are usually made by measuring the concentrations of a tracer 
material 'added to the model stack gas. Tracer gases used in
clude helium, freon, ammonia, ammoni., propane, carbon 
dioxide and others (41,65,82,83). Either finite or continuous 
samples of air are aspirated at points of interest and measure
ments of the tracer gas concentr~tion are made using gas 
:Inalyscrs. mass spcctrol1l1Hcrs, thermal conductivity cells or 
photocoloric meters. Other techniques comprise the use of 
aerosol generators and particle countl:rs; the usc of radioaccive 
tracer materials, for example Krypton-8S gas (8,39,66.84), 
and subsequent measurements of the radioactivity levels of 
finite aspirated samples; and the use of temperature sensors 
(thermistors) to detect concentrations of heated model stack 
gas. 

The procedure developed at the Boundary Layer Wind 
Tunnel Laboratory uses a misture of air and helium to model 
the stack effluent. Resulting downwind concentrations are 
quantitatively determined by measuring the helium concentra
tion with a thermal conductivity cell. Consequently helium 
is used both to simulate plume buoyancy, as well as, a tracer 
gas. In order to remove the effects of increased ambient He 
concentration during continuous operation, the system 
actually only detects the differential in He concentration 
with respect to the ambient. TIle system sensitivity is 0.45 
p.p.m. of helium per millivolt. 

All of the currently used common methods are only 
capable of measuring time-average concentrations. Although 
this is sufficient for most wind engineering diffusion problems, 
instrumentation is required to conveniently measure the 
fluctuating components of concentration. Such pleasuremcnts 
are required for more fundamental studies of mass transfer by 
turbulent diffusion. 

CONCLUDfNG REMARKS 

TIle authors have attempted to outline, including a 
historical revi..:w, the emergence of wind engineering as a 
separate and coherent discipline. The role of aerodynamit.:s. 
wind tunnel methods, and design methodologies in this nt'w 
field have been pointed out and di fferenccs with aerospace 
problems stressed. Current understanding of the fundamental 
underlying physical and aerodynamic phenomcna of most 
wind engineering problcms are largely still incomplete. As a 
result physical wind tunnel modelling for some years to \:ome 
will continue to provide the only pra..:ticable means for de
fining the transfer functions whi..:h relatc various wind induced 
effects to the propertics of the atmospheric boundary layer, 



TIlis dq;.:nd.:nce 011 physical moddling makes the importance 
of repr.:scntative modelling of natural wind paramount. Simi
larity requirements, as well as, practical simulations of wind 
engineering problems, with emphasis on wind induced effects 
on buildings and structures and atmospheric diffusion, have 
been presented. Lastly the authors, based on their experience, 
have reviewed current meilsuring and instrumentation systems 
and have indicated areas requiring further development. 
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